Solar Folding Lantern

VERSATILE
- Dual power sources
- Solar charge or batteries
- Solar panel charges even in low light

FLEXIBLE
- Folding design allows 180° or 360° use
- 2 light modes – bright area light and amber nightlight

BRIGHT
- Eight LEDs for excellent area lighting – 66 lumens in the “up” position
- Reflective mirror increases light output

LONG-LASTING
- 2.5 hours of bright light from 5 hours of solar charge
- 165 hours using Energizer® MAX® batteries

SOLRE35BP

Dual power sources make sure you never have to interrupt your outdoor activities. The Energizer® Solar Folding Lantern’s solar panel folds out to maximize sun exposure for charging and the high-tech material charges even in low light. For longer lasting light, the unit also uses “D” cell batteries. It provides bright, hands-free illumination for your home or campsite.

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light
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